NOW AN EFFECTIVE WEAPON
IN THE FIGHT AGAINST
BREAST CANCER.

Fighting breast cancer is no party.  
But that doesn't mean there are no balloons.  
Strange as it seems balloons are an important part of the advanced medical technology used at the Robert and Beverly Lewis Family Cancer Care Center to fight breast cancer in many cases.  It's called brachytherapy (Mammosite™).

Following surgery, a tiny balloon and catheter is put into the exact location where the lump was removed.  Patients then come to the Cancer Center twice a day for one week and have a small radioactive source inserted (and then immediately removed) which delivers the exact amount of radiation required to eliminate any lingering cancer cells in the immediate area without damaging other tissue.  The entire treatment is completed in one week compared to six weeks of regular external radiation therapy.

The best tools for the job, in the hands of the best people—just what you expect at Pomona Valley Hospital Medical Center.